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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of the study was to determine if andragogy (adult 

education) and pedagogy (youth education) are separate discipl ines 

demanding specialized training as many educators contend. Feedback 

from 12 of the largest school districts in the United States and 12 

Fortune 500 industries concerning their educational philosophies, pur

poses, teaching methodologies and evaluation techniques was used as 

the basis for comparison. The study addressed three major questions: 

Question l--Can a model be developed to determine if there are 

differences between andragogy and pedagogy? Response--A parallel pairs 

model can facilitate comparisons between the categories of andragogy 

and pedagogy and among the variables of philosophy, purpose, teaching 

methodology and evaluation technique. 

Question 2--Do "training" (business) and "education ll (public 

schooO programs use different philosophical biases, purposes, teaching 

methodologies and evaluation techniques? Response--It appears from the 

data collected that there is a great deal of similarity between schools 

and businesses concerning philosophy, purpose, methodology and evalua

tion. The conditions that authors contend separate adult students and 

children, such as experience, discipline, and application of learning, 

may exist but apparently have little impact on the actual teaching 

process as practiced by schools and businesses today. 

vi i i 
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Question 3--What are the implications of the findings on teach

er training and education program development? Response--The data 

indicate that a teacher could make the transition from public school 

teaching to industry and vice versa as both of these institutions share 

the same basic philosophies, purposes, teaching methodologies and evalu

ation techniques. The differences are greater within the institution 

itself, depending on the type of educational program in which the stu

dent is engaged, rather than between the institutions. Therefore, 

public school educators and industrial trainers should be encouraged 

to work more closely together, sharing their expertise for the benefit 

of both institutions. 



CHAPTER 1 

THE PROBLEMS AND QUESTIONS TO BE 

ANSWERED IN THE ANALYSIS 

There exists convincing evidence that adult educational services 

are continuing to expand in volume, variety and quality. For example, 

adult education publications produced by such diverse organizations as 

the Adult Education Association, the National Association of Public Con

tinuing and Adult Education and the Community Development Society contin

ue to proliferate. Some 400 publications of these associations plus 

newsletters and bulletins from subsections of these associations, as 

well as local councils and governmental agencies, flow regularly into 

the ERIC Clearinghouse on Adult Education (Klevins, 1972). In addition, 

the number of professionals engaged in adult education is also increas

ing. For example, the American Society for Training and Uevelopment, 

the professional organization for training personnel, grew from 4,000 

members in 1960 to about 10,000 members in 1976 (Knowles, 1977). And 

in terms of money, industry spent over 20 billion dollars a year to 

train its adult work force in the early 1970 l s and this has increased 

steadily (Klevins, 1972). Industries are eager to spend these dollars, 

since training is one area that can give one company an edge over an

other company and over which the government has asserted little control. 

There are many reasons for the expansion of adult education. 

Foremost is that government, businesses and trade unions have a vested 
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interest in securing and maintaining the efficiency of the work force. 

Second, there is a tendency for governments and adult educators to re

gard education as a panacea that will satisfy both individual and commu

nity needs in terms of growth and progress (Lowe, 1975). Third, leisure 

time is increasing and adults have more time to devote to education 

(Lengrand, 1975). Fourth, women are entering the job market in increas

ing numbers with many past homemakers seeking skill training or degrees 

in hopes of obtaining career advancement (Foxworth, 1979). Fifth, the 

growth of third world countries will necessitate the expansion-of adult 

education classes in these underdeveloped areas in order to catch up 

with the modern world. Finally, as a result of a technical and knowl

edge explosion, there is an increasing amount of data that must be pro

cessed for an adult to function as a person and as a contributor to 

society. This ever-increasing knowledge base requires that adults en

gage in continuing education to foster a systematic and data-retrieval 

approach to knowledge (Klevins, 1972). 

Statement of Problem 

Concommitant with the expansion of adult education programs in 

the United States and abroud in the 1970's was the emergence of the 

term "andragogy" which refers to adult learning. The term was popular

ized in the widely touted book, The Adult Learner: A Neglected Species 

written by Malcolm Knowles and published in 1973. Actually, the word 

is not new, having been used as early as 1833 in Germany, but the theory 

and technology of andragogy, as opposed to pedagogy or youth learning, 

is just developing (Training, 1979). 
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In the early days of adult education, both the curriculum and 

teaching methods for instructing adults were directly borrowed from 

traditional schools for children (Training, 1979). The abundance of 

books, seminars, and magazine articles written in the 1970 l s and devoted 

exclusively to the adult learner indicates that adult education is con

sidered a separate and specialized area. To justify adult education as 

a distinct discipline, the authors of these publications have identified 

the various characteristics that separate young and adult learners. 

These differences include assumptions concerning self-concept, experi

ence, readiness to learn and orientation to learning (Training, 1979). 

Adults, unlike children, are not dependent but are self-directed. 

Adults have had various experiences which provide a rich resource for 

learning and are ready to learn as a result of the developmental work 

and their social role. Finally, adults see immediate application of 

their learning to problems, whereas children must postpone this applica

tion and generally see no immediate use for the material presented 

(Knowles, 1973). While these differences regarding student Ilconditionsll 

do appear to be tenable, the question remains whether these differences 

warrant creating separate disciplines for andragogy and pedagogy. Do 

the Ilconditionsll inherent within the student affect the basic founda

tions of education concerning philosophy, purpose and goals, teaching 

methodology and evaluation techniques? 

One of the major problems in evaluating andragogy versus peda

gogy is the lack of consensus concerning the goals of the educational 

program (Knowles, 1973). He suggests that goals are dependent upon 
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whether the teacher is engaged in "education" or in "training" programs 

and that training tends to be ~irected toward specific objectives, 

usually measurable skills. Education, on the other hand, has a broader 

objective which seeks to maximize differences by discovering and re

leasing the potential of the individual (Knowles, 1973). Knowles (1973) 

also suggested that training involves those activities designed to im

prove perfo~mance on-the-job which the employee is presently doing or 

is being hired to do, or is being promoted into. Employee education, 

in contrast, attempts to improve overall competence of the employee in 

a specified direction beyond the job presently held. It is apparent 

then that the type of educational program, whether it be "training" or 

"education" has a significant relationship to the goals and objectives 

of the learning program. Furthermore, the goals of the program should 

have a significant impact on the teacher, the teaching objectives, the 

teaching methodology, and ultimately, the final evaluation. The success 

of an educational program must therefore be a function of how well it 

meets its intent as a "training" or "education" program. It is curious 

that most of the present literature concerning adult education does not 

draw a clear distinction between "training" and "education" when dis

cussing adult educational planning, procedures and techniques. 

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this study was to determine if a model could be 

developed and data collected to ascertain if there are differences of 

philosophy, purpose, teaching methodology and evaluation between the 

discipl ines of andragogy and pedagogy. Further, this study sought to 
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contrast the differences between "training" and "education" programs as 

they impact public schools and industrial training programs. 

Specific questions to be addressed in the study include: 

1. Can a model be developed to determine if there are differences 

between andragogy and pedagogy? 

2. Do "training" and "education" programs use different philosophi

cal biases, purposes, teaching methodologies and evaluation 

techniques? 

3. What are the implications of the findings on teacher training 

and educational program development? 

Significance of the Study 

Training and development activities and educational programs are 

expanding while the costs are rising dramatically (Knowles, 1977). In

flation is necessitating closer evaluation of educational programs and 

greater accountability. By fully understanding the needs of the adult 

and child learner and analyzing the differences between "training" and 

"education" programs, it is possible that the limited resources available 

to educators can be utilized more efficiently. It may wetl be that the 

surplus of public school teachers due to the nationwide decline in school 

enrollments could be utilized in industry and business, as well as in 

government, medicine, mental health and the military. Areas of immedi

ate concern requiring job~related training and retraining include basic 

skills training for women entering the work force for the first time; 

educational programs in adaptive and corrective therapy; mental health; 



criminal justice; and human services, especially gerontology and voca

tional counseling (Weaver, 1979). 
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What is required first, however, is that the mission for schools 

of education go beyond the needs and goals of the traditional public 

school systems with its emphasis on subject matter specialization. The 

educational program will need to concentrate further on fostering gener

ic preparation in areas such as problem-solving, needs assessment and 

research and evaluation skills that meet the expanding educational needs 

of commerce and social service, as well as the traditional educational 

structure (Weaver, 1979). In this way, educational institutions and 

businesses could cooperate and share in the educational process. This 

cooperation could result in savings for both institutions (Crapo, 1979). 

Besides commercial and social service educational needs, this 

country is also experiencing a renewed interest in adult education as a 

means of attaining the "good 1 ife" (Bergevin, 1967). Whi Ie some people 

aim at learning skills and trades that offer a good salary and job 

security, other individuals are looking to education to reduce boredom 

or as a means of self-fulfillment. Educational institutions have an 

obligation to meet the needs of each of these groups. Perhaps a clearer 

understanding of the educational needs of young and adult learners, as 

well as a distinction between "training" and "education" can help in 

designing both theoretically sound and practical educational programs. 
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Definitions of Terms 

Adult--"anyone who has either discontinued or completed his 

formal education and is now trying to re-engage in the education process" 

(Klevins, 1972, p. 11). 

Adult Education--"process whereby persons are no longer atte'1d

ing school on a regular full-time basis (unless full-time programs are 

especially designed for adults) undertake sequential and organized 

activities with the conscious intention of bringing about changes in in

formation, knowledge, understanding, skills, appreciation and attitudes" 

(Klevins, 1972, p. 9). 

Andragogy--leading of man; or the art and science of helping 

adults learn (King and Brownell, 1966). 

Chi ld Education-- lI to train chi ldren and provide them wi th ski lIs 

and habits that will fill them in an optimal way for the productive 

mechanism" (Feinberg and Rosemont, 1975, p. 207). 

Condition--forces which either constrain or facilitate progress 

toward the accomplishment of an objective. 

Education--the definition of education depends on some set of 

prior philosophical convictions about nature, human nature, man and 

society. Once this is established, one can unite philosophical commit

ment with educational practice (Brauner and Burns, 1965). Generally, 

education can be defined as that knowledge and those activities which 

increase the general competence and abilities of the individual. 

Evaluation--a determination of the worth or value of an entity. 
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Goal--a statement that proposes desired and valued competencies, 

states of being, and/or levels of proficiency to be achieved (Engle, 

1981). 

Model-- lIan idealization, abstraction, a simplification of real 

world phenomena often used in predicting outcomes" (Kraemer, 1973, 

p. 97). 

Pedagogy--"the art and science of teaching children" (Training, 

1979, p. 87). 

Philosophy--an integrative system which organizes the answers 

to questions dealing primarily with the nature of reality, the criteria 

of knowledge and the problems of value (Brauner and Burns, 1965). 

Teaching Methodology--the know-how, habit, reflexes and organi

zation the teacher uses with his pupils to impart learning (Lengrand, 

1975). 

Theory--"a theory is a comprehensive, coherent and internally 

consistent system of ideas about a set of phenomena" (Knowles, 1973, 

p. 5). 

Training--"those activities designed to improve performance on 

the job the employee is presently doing, is being hired to do or is 

being promoted into" (Knowles, 1973, p. 105). 

Assumptions Underlying the Study 

1. It is assumed that adult education (andragogy) and child educa

tion (pedagogy) are separate disciplines worthy of specialized 

treatment and study as evidenced by the hundreds of articles 

written in the 1970's which make a distinction between the two. 
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2. It is assumed that both public schools and industry use some set 

of goals and objectives, teaching methodologies and evaluation 

techniques in carrying out the teaching process. 

3. It is assumed that the books, ~rograms and periodicals that were 

developed in the 1970's, many of which were used for this study, 

are reflective of the general state-of-the-art concerning educa

tion and training. 

Limi tations 

1. The study concerns itself primarily with educational programs 

conducted by the largest school districts and industries in the 

United States. Church, community and governmental activities 

are not considered. 

2. The research data used in the study were collected from printed 

source materials as well as empirical information gathered from 

12 businesses and 12 schools. The empirical data collected, 

although not exhaustive, are considered representative of the 

current status of training and education programs in the United 

States. 

3. A model can only represent, not duplicate, an operational sys

tem. Therefore, the model used in this research to validate 

the appropriateness of specialized adult education does not 

pretend to consider every facet of educational programs. The 

components of the model, however, are sufficient to make dis

tinctions between adult and youth education and between "train

i ng'l and "educa t i on . " 
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4. Evaluation of educational philosophies, goals, teaching method

ologies and evaluation techniques is a complex undertaking in 

which professional agreement is difficult to obtain. Therefore, 

the questionnaire used in this study and the resulting data 

were considered representative of reality, although the validity 

of the data collection instrument cannot be validated. 

5. This study is limited to philosophical and social science issues 

and does not consider the physiological influences that affect 

learning. 

Summary 

Spending money for educational purposes has always been sanc

tioned in the United States as contributing to the country's progress 

through individual development. To assure that this money is well 

utilized in both the public and private sectors, adult and child educa

tion programs are contrasted, and the differences between "training" 

and "educat i on" are assessed. It cou1 d be that rather than prepare 

teachers according to the age of their prospective students, teacher 

training should depend upon whether the teacher will be engaged in 

"training" or "education" programs. 



CHAPTER 2 

RESUME OF SELECTED AND RELATED LITERATURE 

The study of how adults learn was initiated in 1926 by re

searchers who made many of the same observations ab qt adult learners 

as did Knowles in 1973. Knowles (1973) reported d .:5e researchers, 

however, did not dichotomize adult and youth education but rather 

adult and conventional education. In conventional education, the stu

dent is required to adjust to the established curriculum, whereas in 

adult education, the curriculum is built around the needs and interests 

of the students. The teacher serves a new function in adult education, 

being a guide in a cooperative venture rather than a lecturing author

ity (Knowles, 1973). 

In 1928, researchers, through scientific investigation, studied 

the ability of adults to learn (Knowles, 1973). These pioneers gave 

rise to adult education as a profession by World War I I. Since then, 

as a result of an increasing amount of research concerning adult educa

tion, a body of scholastic data has been produced by psychologists, 

sociologists, anthropologists, biologists and educators (Bergevin, 

1967) . 

This knowledge has become the basis for the professional train

ing of teachers, usually by university graduate schools. These courses 

focus on learning how to teach adults, how adults learn and how to 

11 
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assemble the machinery of the adult learning process to design effec-

tive adult education programs (Bergevin, 1967). 

The need for specialized training is based on the assumption 

that methods used effectively by teachers in elementary school or high 

school are not appropriate for use with adults for the simple reason 

that adults learn differently from culture. These supposed differences 

pertain to the areas of experience, teacher's role, discipline and 

app1 ication (A Model for Management, How Adults Learn, n.d.). Table 

below describes the differences between child and adult learning in 

each of these four areas. 

Table 1. Conditions affecting learning 

Condition 

Exper i ence 

Teacher's Role 

Discipline 

Application 

Chi 1dren 

Dependent on outside 
sources 

To shape the mind of 
the student 

Needs authoritative 
climate with teacher 
control 

Delayed learning for 
future 

Adults 

Able to partly answer 
questions on own 
exper i ence 

Teacher provides structure 
so student becomes 
self-directed 

Relaxed atmosphere to 
afford sharing between 
student and teacher 

To learn for immediate 
application 
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The problem with the above distinctions is that they presume 

that there is one universal way to teach children and another to educate 

adults. And that all adults, as a group, learn the same way and that 

all children learn in exactly the same manner. Another problem with 

these distinctions is that they lead to the belief that pedagogy and 

andragogy have distinctly different philosophies, purposes, teaching 

methodologies and evaluation techniques. These are assumptions, how

ever, that must be analyzed more carefully. 

Before any assumptions can be developed concerning adult or 

child education, the scholar must be provided with a common point of 

reference. This is because educational theorists begin from different 

meta-physical and epistemological bases (Gruber, 1973). Therefore, to 

provide a comprehensive foundation for comparing andragogy with peda

gogy, there is a need to discuss philosophy, purpose, methodology and 

evaluation since these are major areas of concern to educators of 

adults and children alike. 

Ph i losophy 

Education and philosophy are inseparable because the end of 

both is the same--wisdom (Brauner and Burns, 1965). When defining edu

cation, whether it be for a child or an adult, the definition depends 

upon some set of philosophic conditions concerning human nature, man 

and society (Brauner and Burns, 1965). Since there are three basic 

schools of philosophy--idealism, realism and pragmatism--there also 

must be three definitions of education. While western philosophers do 

not agree on the answers to their inquiries, they do agree on the 



questions to be asked. These are the questions of ontology, axiology 

and epistemology (Brauner and Burns, 1965). 
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Ontology deals with the nature of "what is." Idealists con

sider the ultimate quality or condition or reality to be mental or 

spiritual. The realist, however, believes that reality is essentially 

material or physical. Finally, the pragmatist refuses either to quan

tify or qualify reality and claims it is in a state of constant change, 

and creation is therefore infinite (Brauner and Burns, 1965). Obvious

ly, once given an ontological position, it is then possible to comment 

on human nature and what is rea1--conc1usions that are certainly pre

requisites in uniting philosophical commitment with educational prac

tice (Brauner and Burns, 1965). 

Axiology asks the question "what is good," and therefore con

sists of moral beliefs, judgments and concepts in the creation or 

discovery of a theory of values (Brauner and Burns, 1965). 

The idealist believes that an absolute set of values does exist 

in the object order of things that is independent of man1s wants and 

needs. These values are to be discovered through intuition and, once 

recognized, man is to regulate his individual and social behavior in 

accordance with these moral prescriptions (Brauner and Burns, 1965). 

The realist holds that values are objective and ultimately in

dependent of man. The discovery of value is the result of human reason 

and supernatural revelation rather than human intuition. Thus, by 

appeal ing to his reason or God, man can discover the ultimate objec

tive, absolute values that should direct his behavior (Brauner and 

Burns, 1965). 
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Pragmatists deny that values are intuited by insight or dis

covered by reason but instead are created out of experienced needs and 

desires. Values are bio-socia1 creations invented by individuals and 

societies to guide man1s behavior (Brauner and Burns, 1965). 

Epistemology, or the theory of knowledge, seeks to identify 

the nature of truth and knowledge. As the most important part of 

ph i losophy for educators, it asks "how do you know" (Brauner and Burns, 

1965). 

For the idealist, knowledge consists of ideas and since ideas 

are products of the mind, knowledge is a product resulting from the 

mental process of intuition and thinking (Brauner and Burns, 1965). 

The realist, on the other hand, believes that knowledge of the external 

world comes to us best through reasoning about reports of observations. 

Whereas observations and reports can sometimes deceive us, certain 

knowledge and absolute truths exist and human reason is capable of 

finding and comprehending them (Brauner and Burns, 1965). The pragma

tist contends that knowledge is contingent upon circumstances and truth 

is relative to conditions. Thus, the pragmatist uses ordinary human 

experience, plus his ability to reflect and reason on that experience, 

as the sole source of knowledge and truth (Brauner and Burns, 1965). 

Thus, epistemology, the task of determining "how we know," is important 

to educators because the goals of education include the acquisition of 

knowledge and the pursuit of truth, regardless of one1s philosophical 

bias. 
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Purpose and Goals of Education 

Obviously, the philosophical bias of the educational institution 

concerning "what is" and "what is good" and "how do we know" influences 

the goals of the educational program. A goal prescribes lithe objectives 

to be attained, the ends to be reached, the results to be derived" 

(Bergevin, 1967, p. 29). Admittedly, much learning takes place without 

any specific or stated goal as a result of daily living and exposure to 

advertising and the mass media. Nevertheless, perhaps with the excep

tion of the proponents of goal-free evaluation, most educators believe 

that a learning program must have educational goals stating what is to 

be accomplished. These goals, as reflected in various learning theories, 

obviously depend on the philosophical bias of the educator and the in

stitution sponsoring the educational program. 

The idealist, for example, believes that the proper goal of 

education is to develop the implicit powers of intuition that lie em

bedded in the mind and to stock the mind with knowledge (Bergevin, 

1967). The ultimate end of education is to train and use the inherent 

natural powers of the mind to discover universal truths and to stock

pile them in the minds of man (Brauner and Burns, 1965). Perennialists 

believe that education should be based on changeless, universal prin

ciples and that the prime purpose of education is the cultivation of 

the intellect (Kneller, 1965). 

The realist bel ieves that the goal of education is to develop a 

discriminating intellect by increasing the mind's power to reason and 

to acquire knowledge (Brauner and Burns, 1965). Great emphasis is 
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placed on cognitive learning and on capitalizing on the natural bent of 

children to seek to understand (Tanner, 1965). Reconstructionists 

believe that the purpose of education is to help students iationally 

plan for institutional change, social reform and techno-economic growth 

(Kneller, 1965). Realists think of the mind as a processor of data, 

sorting, classifying and connecting facts and ideas in accordance with 

expert design (Broudy, 1961). 

The pragmatists, or bel ievers in progressive education, believe 

that the goal of education is to prepare man to direct the course of 

progress toward specified and prescribed objectives. These objectives 

are not desirable based on some divine authority, but are rather what 

man himself thinks is needed or desired. Intellectual activity should 

center around acquiring knowledge for the purpose of creating and 

implementing a well-executed plan of action to resolve some difficulty 

or problem (Brauner and Burns, 1965). Mind is intelligent, purposeful 

action; it is not simply something inside the head but is rather a 

quality of behavior (Broudy, 1961). 

Teaching Methodology 

Philosophy explains what the good life and good society are, 

and thereby provides the aims or goals for educators (Cahn, 1970). The 

"aims" provide prediliction for certain teaching procedures or method

ology. Teaching methods are various procedures used by teachers to 

prepare the mind for insight and learning. The procedures are usually 

well ordered and designed to achieve a specific goal. Educators con

tend that learning will be enhanced and the teacher will have better 
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control if there are reasons for acting in a particular manner. Without 

rational methodology for teaching, teaching procedures would be no more 

than "tricks of the trade" (Broudy, 1961, p. 337). 

Different schools of philosophy tend to stress different types 

of cognition and give the mind different roles in learning (Broudy, 

1961). For example, while a pragmatist aims at helping the learner pre

dict what will help extricate him from some predicament, a realist will 

stress the attainment of accurate concepts and precise relationships 

between alternatives. The teaching procedure and organization of the 

curriculum will differ depending on the philosophical bias and on the 

type of cognition that is stressed (Broudy, 1961). 

To be more specific, the idealist relies on curriculum materials 

that advocate eternal verities and ultimate values that remain much the 

same from one generation to the next. He believes that the "ultimate 

ends of education are the same for all men at all times and everywhere" 

(Adler, 1977, p. 221). This metaphysical knowledge is believed to be 

best transmitted through the classics and 1 iterary sources that have 

great intellectual substance. Memorization of eternal truths as trans

mitted by the teacher is also important. Citizenship, recreation, and 

vocational needs are also warranted as necessary in the development of 

the whole man (Tanner, 1965). 

The realist, in contrast, believes that physical contact with 

an object imprints upon the blank tablet of the mind an indelible ideal 

notion of that reality (Brauner and Burns, 1965). "Let him not be 

taught science, let him discover it" (Tanner, 1965, p. 60). If the 
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teacher substitutes authority for reason, then the child will cease to 

reason. Science, history and geometry are favorite subjects among the 

real ists (Cahn, 1970). 

The pragmatist bei'ieves that discipl ine is a natural outgrowth 

of the student's interest, and through play and student-centered "open 

classroom" curriculum, the pupil wi 11 voluntarily focus his talents 

toward the completion of some projected end (Brauner and Burns, 1965). 

The teacher should afford the student a classroom environment that 

allows for self-exploration. The pragmatist is comfortable with art, 

drama and with environmental studies that allow for creativity '(Cahn, 

1970). 

Undoubtedly, curriculum plays a major part in teaching method

ology. Three major elements of the curriculum were identified: 1) 

concepts, 2) skills, and 3) values. If an educational program is suc

cessful, these concepts, skills and values will be reflected in the 

behavior of the student (Tanner, 1965). 

Evaluation 

Educators use the term evaluation to describe the process of 

determining the strength or value of their work and measuring the re

sults of educational activities in meeting these goals (Morgan, Holmes, 

and Bundy, 1976). There are three types of evaluation methods that are 

commonly used beginning with the measurement variety. Measurement in

volves a descriptive process whereby data are collected, collated, 

normed and assigned some form of statistical significance (Saunders 

and Blake, 1976). The most common examples of this evaluation technique 
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are tests designed to measure retention of material taught. This type 

of evaluation is particularly appropriate for programs based on ideal

ism, where the learning of specific facts and truths is the object of 

the lesson (Kirkpatrick, 1975). 

The second type of evaluation considers behavioral changes. The 

question is not whether the student merely understands the lesson but if 

he utilizes what he has learned. Realists would use this type of evalu

ation since they believe learning must be integrated in some comprehen

sive manner (Saunders and Blake, 1976). 

The third type of evaluation subordinates measurement and be

havioral change and instead concentrates on monitoring the student's 

reaction to the teaching program. This type of evaluation technique is 

conducive in assessing programs based on a pragmatist philosophy where 

the student's personal and emotional growth is an integral part of the 

learning process. 

"Training" versus "Education" 

In the following section, the philosophy, goals and objectives, 

teaching methodology and evaluation techniques discussed generally in 

the previous sections will be applied specifically to "training" and 

"education" programs. 

Philosophy and Goals 

At present, there is a lack of basic agreement concerning the 

goals of adult "education" and training. I' Obviously, this disparity is 

a reflection of the lack of agreement concerning the philosophical bias 
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of these programs. This lack of congruity is evident in the multiplic

ity of definitions presented below. These "training" goals were col

lected from a variety of sources and have been grouped according to the 

philosophical bias on which they appear to be based. 

Idealism. liThe goal of training is to improve the quality of 

human resources in terms of knowledge, skills and job performance" 

(Kirkpatrick, 1975, p. 77). 

Realism. liThe purpose of training is either to introduce a new 

behavior or modify the existing behavior so that a particular and specif

ic behavior resu1ts" (Knowles, 1973, p. 105). "Training may be defined 

as an experience, a discipline or a regimen which causes people to 

acquire new, predetermined behaviors" (Laird, 1979, p. 32). "Training 

should improve performance on the job the employee is presently doing, 

is hired to do or is being promoted into" (Lastra and Nichols, 1978, 

p. 18). 

Pragmatism. liThe purpose of training is to improve productiv

ity, develop manpower, assist in the socialization of its employees, 

aid the mobility of its work and induce self-deve10pment" (Saint, 1974, 

p. 12). 

Similarly, the variety of definitions concerning "education" 

reflect the lack of philosophical unity in this area as well. 
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Idealism. "Education are those human resource development 

activities which are designed to improve the overall competence of the 

employee in a specified direction and beyond the job now held" (Laird, 

1979, p. 33). 

Realism. The major goal of adult education is to "assist an 

adult to develop into the kind of person it is possible for him to 

be--a free, creative, responsible, productive and maturing citizen" 

(Bergevin, 1967, p. 30). 

Pragmatism. The aim of education is the "development of value 

orientations, perceptions, skills and knowledge which will enable the 

subjects to function more fully, adequately, autonomously as partici

pants in a ... community of lifell (Feinberg and Rosemont, 1975, 

p. 155). "Adult education aims at teaching us how to live a full, pro

ductive life in which the ability to make a" living and stay well is as 

important as knowledge of what to do culturally and spiritually with 

lives and talents" (Bergevin, 1967, p. 11). 

Knowles (1973) tries to reconcile the differences in interpre

tation between "training" and "education.11 He states that training 

tends to be toward specific objectives and seeks a certainty of unifor

mity, a competency that can be counted on such as typing, operating a 

machine; etc. Education, on the other hand, aims toward broader ob

jectives such as becoming "cultured" or "effective. 11 Education seeks 

to maximize individual differences by discovering and releasing the 

potential of the individual. Jay Beecroft (198o, p. 40), a top 
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trainer at Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing (3-M) states, "Educators 

give people knowledge; trainers help people put knowledge to use." 

It is also necessary to examine relationships between functions 

and purposes. Is the function contributing to the purpose? Training 

aims at enabling people to 

learn and adjust to new tasks and new roles, but its pur
pose is to improve productivity, develop manpower, assist 
in the socialization of its employees, aid in the mobility 
of its works and/or induce self-development. Unlike 
general education, which seeks to help people learn in a 
general sense, training implies that what is learned must 
be used to achieve a desired result (Saint, 1974, p. 12). 

Whereas the formal educational system in the United States teaches two 

things: 1) adaptability (how to learn, how to think initially), and 

2) conformity (how to adapt oneself to the requirements of society), 

training concentrates on instilling conformity (Vermi1ye, 1975). 

Ostensibly, training and development activities exist primarily for the 

benefit of the enterprise and secondarily for the benefit of the trainee 

(Tracey, 1968). 

One additional distinction between training and education may 

be in the interpretation of what learning is. Knowles (1973) distin-

guishes between learning as a product (which emphasizes the end result 

or outcome of the learning experience) and learning as a process (which 

emphasizes what happens during the course of a learning experience in 

attaining a given learning or process or outcome) and learning as a 

function (which emphasizes certain initial aspects of learning such as 

motivation, retention and transfer). 
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Learning as a product may be akin to training programs which 

sell a specific outcome whereas learning as a function pertains more to 

educational programs where one seeks a wide, liberal base that will en

able the individual to deal more adequately with his community and 

environment. 

Teaching Methodology 

The distinctions between training dnd education suggest that 

different teaching methods might be appropriate depending on the learn

ing situation. Knowles (1973) suggested, for example, that mechanistic 

techniques such as programmed learning and teaching machines, and didac

tic cognitive teaching would be appropriate in a training situation, 

whereas for education, self-directed learning would be more appropriate. 

Lectures and formal talks are frequently used in educational situations 

where mental abilities such as problem solving, theories and new con

cepts are emphasized rather than manual skills (George, 1979). On-the

job training is used to teach knowledge and skills that can be learned 

relatively quickly and where only a few pupils are involved. Sales, 

clerical skills, simple machine operation and repair work are examples 

of those kinds of skills that may be taught on-the-job (George, 1979). 

Case studies are another type of learning technique that have 

impact in both education and training. Mathematical programs are fre

quently couched in problematical form to help students understand the 

application of what they are learning. Cases are good learning devices 

for problems such as organization, human relations, labor negotiations, 

policy, business ethics, law and personnel management (George, 1979). 
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Some companies feel that the development of these skills is for the 

general education of their employees for upward mobility, while other 

companies believe that this learning is necessary for employees who are 

involved daily in one or more of these activities. 

Another type of teaching method is role playing, where two or 

more people are given a role to play before a group but without a 

script. In an educational classroom, role playing allows the student 

to put into practice what has been learned from books or lectures. 

Training situations often use role playing as a means of making the stu

dent more sensitive to how others feel and to learn how one behavior 

affects another. Thus, role playing has been successfully utilized in 

sales training, developing interviewing skills, counseling employees 

or in learning negotiating skills (George, 1979). 

Simulation is another teaching technique. Actual conditions 

are duplicated as nearly as possible in simulation games with the stu

dent performing a task under similar conditions. Training for pilots 

and vehicle operators is frequently accomplished in this manner (George, 

1979). Games are sometimes used to simulate real world conditions as 

well, and can be used for both training and educational purposes, such 

as a mock court. Some other teaching methods, usually used in training 

situations, include apprenticeship, job rotation, conferences and in

basket techniques (Stockard, 1977). New teaching methods are constantly 

being developed, but the above-stated techniques are the most commonly 

used by teachers in industry and public schools today. 
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Evaluation 

The three types of evaluation (learning, reaction and behavioral 

change) are applicable whether evaluating educational or training pro

gram3. In addition, industry seeks to evaluate another component, that 

is, changes in the institution or organization as a result of the edu

cational or training program. This is accomplished by measuring changes 

in productivity such as a reduction in turnover, waste, costs, absentee

ism or improvement in the quality or quantity of goods or services pro

duced. 

Industry is also more likely than public schools to look at the 

cost-effectiveness of its training program. In assessing training 

value, industry is more apt to consider 1) the cost of acquiring the 

skill, 2) the cost of maintaining the skill, and 3) the risk of loss 

such as when an employee joins another firm (Barret, 1969). This is in 

contrast to educational institutions which are not as concerned with 

measuring internal productivity as with the development of man as he 

will impact the community pol itica1ly, socially and economically, both 

new and in the future. These differences in goals should affect the 

type and/or level of evaluation in which the organization will engage. 

Summa ry 

This chapter has presented an overview of the philosophies, 

purposes and goals, teaching methodologies and evaluation techniques 

that influence Ileducation" and Iltraining ll programs. It is apparent 

that there are similarities as well as disparities regarding the impact 

of each of these factors on educational and training programs. To 



present these differences in a logical, organized manner, a model is 

required. The development and structuring of this model for research 

purposes will be discussed in the next chapter along with the data 

collection procedures for completing the model matrix cells. 
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CHAPTER 3 

RESEARCH DESIGN 

Categories of Data 

In order to contrast andragogy with pedagogy and "educational" 

and "training" programs in an organized, logical manner, some type of 

framework or model is required. Through a model, the complexity of the 

issue can be reduced and the key elements identified. By understanding 

the relationship between the elements, decisions and comparisons can be 

made about the programs (Kraemer, 1973). At best, a model is incom

plete, but it can serve as a guide in dealing with the questions being 

posed. 

The framework to be used in this design is a parallel pairs 

model. A parallel pairs model requires that at least two different 

terms are set in a comparative, correlational or coordinate form. The 

items included must be selected so as to yield a comparative relation

ship that is significant in implication, content, structure or purpose 

(Engle, 1981). In addition, the model items must separate programs 

(categories) from their components (variables), objectives from the 

activities performed to meet the objectives, and resources and support 

services from the objectives and variables that they are designed to 

serve (Engle, 1981). By placing additional categories on the horizon

tal axis, the parallel pairs model can extend its ability to classify 

the variables listed.on the vertical axis (Engle, 1981). 
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In this research design model, the program components listed on 

the vertical axis were limited to four major headings: philosophy, 

learning purpose and goals, teaching methodology, and evaluation tech

niques. These topics are considered critical in any educational program 

and judged appropriate for research purposes. Additional matrix cells 

would not only nullify the parsimonious advantage of the model but would 

hinder the analysis with burdensome and unnecessary detail. Each of 

these four major variables were defined more specifically by including 

the three philosophical alternatives possible for each variable: 

ideal ism, real ism, and pragmatism. 

The data collection instrument followed a similar format. Three 

statements were offered under each variable heading, each reflecting a 

different philosophical type. For example, the alternatives listed 

under the category of "purpose and goal" included to: "help students 

adjust to their environment by teaching what is permanent and worth

while" (idealism); "help students to affect change through rational 

thinking skills" (realism); and "help students cope with crisis through 

intellectual and emotional development" (pragmatism). A fourth, open

ended "other" choice was also offered in the survey. 

While the aforementioned variables were I isted on the vertical 

axis, the horizontal axis contained the categories of comparison; 

namely, andragogy and pedagogy. Since these components can be further 

refined as to "student type," subcategories of "academic" and "voca-

tional," and "professional" and "skilled" were also included (Figure 1). 
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Categories of 
Compari son 

Variables 

Phi losophy 
I deal ism 
Rea 1 ism 
Pragmatism 
Other 

Purpose 
I deal ism 
Rea 1 ism 
Pragmatism 
Other 

Teaching 
Methodology 

Idea 1 ism 
Rea 1 ism 
Pragmatism 
Other 

Evaluation 
Idea 1 ism 
Rea 1 ism 
Pragmatism 
Other 

BUSINESS 
(Andragogy) 

Professional Skilled 
Develop- Worker 

ment Development 
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EDUCATION 
(Pedagogy) 

Academic 
Develop

ment 

Vocational 
Develop

ment 

Figure 1. A parallel pairs model: specific categories and variables 
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The use of the parallel pairs model is intrinsically necessary 

in making the comparisons desired in this study. The model ma:~es clear 

the precise nature of the connections between different levels of the 

comparison and easily classifies all of the criteria (variables) needed 

to fully re~olve the research problem. Moreover, it meets all of the 

criteria required in model design including attention to precision, 

clear criteria, consistency, parsimony, categorical meaning and logical 

rigor (Engle, 1981). 

Sample of Agencies and Institutions 

To obtain the data for completing the model, it was necessary 

to sample both public school districts and industries, since each 

specializes in a different clientele and age group. This was accom

plished in the fall of 1980. Questionnaires were sent to the Training 

and Development departments of the top 25 Fortune 500 companies since 

these compa~ies could be expected to be large enough to support a full

scale training department. Similarly, a cross-section of 25 of the 

largest school districts across the United States, based on student 

population size according to government figures, were sent the same 

questionnaires. While the cover letters were addressed to the Research 

and Development Department, most often the respondents were curriculum 

specialists. Larger districts were selected because they would be the 

most 1 ikely to have research departments that would cooperate in this 

research effort. In addition, the larger districts would probably 

participate in federal programs and the grant applications often require 

the districts to specify their philosophy, goals and evaluation 



techniques. It was anticipated that with this information readily 

available, the districts would be more willing to participate in the 

research study. 

Data Collection Procedures 
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The questionnaire was a combination of open-ended and multiple 

choice questions. Preliminary research had indicated that some agencies 

preferred a structured format while others wanted freedom for self

expression. Furthermore, the open-ended option would provide a check 

on consistency with the forced choice response. 

A response from 12 school districts and 12 businesses was con

sidered adequate for research purposes although a larger sample could 

have increased the validity of the results. Personal interviews were 

restricted to large oil company trainers in Houston, Texas and Casper, 

Wyoming and school personnel in Tucson, Arizona and New York, New York. 

Sample agencies were contacted by mail several times in order 

to secure a sample size of 12 schools and 12 industries. The response 

from one school district indicated that it did not have a publicized 

philosophical position and that completion of the questionnaire would 

require school board approval. Another district indicated that a 

forced-choice questionnaire was not appropriate since each of the alter

natives had some applicability for some of the students in their dis

trict, but not al I. Nevertheless, sufficient data were collected to 

complete the model matrix and indicate some general tendencies. The 

participating school districts and companies are not identifie~ by name 

for reasons of confidentiality, which was promised at the time of 
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initial contact. However, large oil companies provided the majority of 

the data for industry. The school districts queried were located in 

large metropolitan cities. 

Summary 

A parallel pairs model was developed for contrasting andragogy 

with pedagogy and "training" with "education." Using this model, each 

category with its attending variables can be evaluated (Engle, 1981). 

For example, pedagogy for academically inclined students can be analyzed 

in terms of the variables: philosophy, purpose, teaching methodology 

and evaluation technique. The categories of pedagogy and andragogy can 

also be compared with each other in terms of each of these variables. 

To complete the cells of the parallel pairs model, question

naires were mailed to 25 large businesses and 25 school districts 

located throughout the United States in the fall of 1980. The question

naires included both open-ended and multiple choice questions about 

philosophy, purpose and goals, teaching methodology and evaluation 

techniques. A response rate of 50 percent (in actuality, 45 per~ent) 

was considered adequate for research purposes. 



CHAPTER 4 

PRESENTATION OF THE DATA 

The data collected from the 12 large businesses and 12 large 

school districts from across the United States which participated in 

this study are analyzed in this chapter. These data are presented in 

the parallel pairs model which will be disassembled to allow each cate

gory (andragogy and pedagogy) to be discussed in relationship to each 

variable (philosophy, goal, teaching methodology and evaluation tech

nique). Finally, the model is reassembled to allow comparisons between 

categories and variables. 

Analysis of Company Data 

To complete the cells of the model concerning andragogy, company 

respondents were asked, on a forced-choice questionnaire, to check the 

one statement that best describes the company's efforts in professional 

development and the one statement that best describes the company's 

efforts in skilled-worker development in four particular areas: philos

ophy, program purpose and goals, teaching methodology and evaluation 

technique. The results indicate that there is an apparent difference 

in the way companies handle "professional" development and "skilled 

worker" development (Figure 2). 

Companies appeared to follow an idealist philosophy when con

sidering skilled worker development since the majority of respondents 
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i 
! 

Categori es of 
I 

BUSINESS 
Compari son (Andragogy) 

Professional Ski lIe d Wo r ke r 
Variables Development Development 

Ph i losophy 
Idea 1 ism 25% 75% 
Real ism 66% 25% 
Pragmatism 0 0 
Other 9% 0 

Purpose 
Ideal ism 25% 58% 
Realism 9% 0 
P ragmat i sm 41% 25% 

, Other 25% 17% 

Teaching 
Methodology 

'Ideal ism 0 41% 
Real ism 66% 41% 
Pragmatism 9% 0 
Other 25% 18% 

Evaluation 
Idea 1 ism 0 41% 
Real ism 50% 33% 
Pragmatism 25% 17% 
Other 25% 9% 

Figure 2. Model with business (andragogy) cells completed 
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selected the response that Ilthere is a correct or Irightl way to do 

things and people must be formally taught the proper rules and proce

dures .11 Seventy-f i ve (75) percent of the respondents selected th is 

response when considering skilled worker development, while 25 percent 

of the respondents chose this philosophy when discussing professional 

development. In professional development, trainers tended to follow a 

realist philosophy with 66 percent of the respondents selecting the 

statement that Ileveryone has the basic resources to discover and learn 

the proper way to do things on his/her own, provided he/she is given a 

conducive learning environment. 11 Pragmatism, with its concern with 

adaptation based on individual needs, holds no importance in training 

either professional or skilled workers. Company needs are all impor

tant. As one respondent wrote, IIWhi Ie people have certain strengths 

and weaknesses, it is the role of the corporation to provide career 

options and development training to encourage proper use of peoplels 

abilities and interests consistent with the human resources need of the 

corporat ion. II 

When considering skilled worker development, there was some 

consistency between philosophy and program purpose. Fifty-eight (58) 

percent of the respondents followed an idealist approach for skilled 

workers as inferred from their selection of the following statement 

from the questionnaire. The purpose of their program is to Ilhelp stu

dents adjust to their present environment by teaching them what is of 

permanent va I ue and worthwh i I e. 11 Twenty-fi ve (25) percent of the 

respondents selected this idealist approach to program purpose when 

concerned with professional development. 
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The realist program purpose dealing with affecting organiza

tional, social and techno-economic growth by teaching thinking skills 

was selected by one company concerning professional development. No 

companies selected the realist purpose for skilled worker development. 

Companies seem to be philosophical pragmatists when discussing 

the purpose of their training programs for professionals as indicated 

by the following findings: Forty-one (41) percent of the respondents 

felt that the purpose of training is to "help students cope with crisis 

and change when it occurs by developing in them the intellectual and 

emotional disposition to handle real life problems." Written comments 

about the purpose of the training program included: "provide skills to 

do present and future jobs," "help students become better supervisors; 

become more aware of their environment" (for professional workers), and 

to "help students learn how to perform their jobs more effectively" 

(both skilled workers and professionals). Improving job performance is 

obviously the critical factor in each response. 

The teaching method used for professionals and skilled workers 

is in sharp contrast. For skilled workers, a teaching method that re

flects an idealist philosophy was employed by 41 percent of the respon

dents. That is, lithe students listen as the teacher lectures, 

demonstrates, etc." Another 41 percent of the respondents stated that 

the most common teaching method used in their company was that "students 

perceive, describe, discuss and practice through role playing, simula

tion games, etc., planned by the teacher." This teaching method would 

suggest a realist philosophy. No company adhered to a pragmatist 
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philosophy encouraging "skilled workers" to "select pertinent problems 

and search for solutions under the guidance of the teacher." Other 

teaching methods used according to ~rite-in comments include: self

paced training, individual instruction and on-the-job training supple

mented with classroom lectures. 

In contrast, an idealist approach to teaching methodology 

advocating teacher-dominated lectures and demonstrations did not attract 

a single supporter for "professional development. 11 Rather, 66 percent 

of the respondents stated that for professional development, "students 

perceive,.describe, discuss and practice through role playing, simula

tion games, etc., planned by the teacher." Other teaching methods 

included the directed-conference method and role modeling. The teaching 

method used is consistent with the realist philosophy selected by 66 

percent'of the respondents that "everyone can discover and learn indi

vidually if provided the proper environment." One company selected a 

pragm2tist approach allowing the professional workers to develop their 

own problems and determine the solutions under the guidance of the 

teacher. 

It appears from these data that skilled worker training is of

fered in a controlled environment using a structured teaching plan. 

Professional development, in contrast, gives the student more opportu

nity to explore the environment and become involved in the learning 

precess. It appears that companies feel skilled worker jobs are very 

structured and demand precise solutions, whereas professional decision

making is more of an art than a science and thus the training offered 

must provide creative latitude. 
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Analyzing the data concerning evaluation techniques revealed 

that there was apparent consistency between the philosophy of training 

skilled workers and the evaluation method employed. Forty-one (41) 

percent of the respondents stated that they evaluated most of their 

programs by determining Ilhow well the student learned the material. 

This usually involved test and/or control groups.11 This would be con

sistent with an idealist philosophy and program purpose. None of the 

respondents used testing in evaluating professional workers but rather 

half of them seek to "determine if there has been a visible behavioral 

change as judged by the individual, his/her peers and/or teacher. 11 

Thirty-five (35) percent of the respondents use this evaluation method 

with skilled workers as well. Asking students for their reaction and 

how well they like the program accounted for the evaluation method used 

by 25 percent of the respondents for professional development and 17 

percent of the respondents for skilled worker development. Written 

comments indicate that on-the-job performance appraisal is commonly 

used as an evaluation tool, particularly for professional worker devel

opment. 

Analysis of the Data for Schools 

The category of pedagogy with its variables will be isolated 

from the total model for purposes of analysis (Figure 3). Analysis of 

school district data indicates that there is little agreement among 

different school districts with regard to philosophy, purpose, teaching 

method or evaluation technique. In addition, educators generally tend 

to select a different purpose or goal, teaching methodology and 
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Categories of EDUCATION 
Compari son (Pedagogy) 

Academic Vocational 
Variables Development Development 

'" 

Ph i losophy 
Idea 1 ism 25% 16% 
Real ism 66% 75% 
Pragmat i sm 9% 0 
Other 0 9% 

Purpose 
Ideal ism 50% 25% 
Realism 25% 33% 
Pragmat i sm 9% 17% 
Other 16% 25% 

Teaching 
Methodology 

Idea 1 ism 50% 25% 
Real ism 16% 41% 
Pragmat i sm 9% 9% 
Other 25% 25% 

Evaluation 
Idea 1 ism 75% 50% 
Realism 9% 25% 

I 
Pragmat i sm 0 9% 
Other 16% 16% 

I 

Figure 3. Model with education (pedagogy) cells completed 
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evaluation technique depending on whether they are engaged in teaching 

academic or vocational students. 

This generalization does not hold true concerning philosophy, 

however, since educators tend to select realism for both groups. 

Seventy-five (75) percent of the responses concerning vocational devel

opment and 66 percent of the responses concerning academic development 

identified with the realist philosophy that "everyone has the basic 

resources to discover and learn the proper way to do things on his/her 

own provided he/she is given a conducive learning environment." 

While strongly adhering to a realist philosophy, when confron~ed 

with the purposes of the educational program, 50 percent of the re

sponses concerning academic development were idealist. The purpose of 

the program was to "help students adjust to their present environment 

by teaching what is of permanent value and worthwhile." Vocational 

programs tend to be divided between idealism, realism and pragmatism 

concerning program purpose. Written comments on this section indicated 

that other purposes for education included giving students "basic skills 

to prepare them for post secondary education," preparing "students for 

the world-of-work with job skills, citizenship training and academic 

skills" (for vocational development), and helping students to "learn to 

live in a multi-racial, multi-cultural environment in a highly 

urbanized-diversified economy and community." Obviously, the purpose 

of the country's educational program is multi-faceted, with each dis

trict selecting its own priorities. 
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Teaching methodology seems to depend on whether the student is 

enrolled in a vocational or academic program and is relatively consis

tent with the program goal for academic students. For example, the 

purpose of academic development selected by SO percent of the respon

dents was idealist and the teaching methodology selected by 50 percent 

of the respondents was also idealist: lithe students listen as the 

teacher lectures, demonstrates, etc." Forty-one (41) percent of the 

responses for vocational development, however, favored realism in which 

the "students perceive, describe, discuss and practice through role

playing, simulation games, etc., planned by the teacher." Written com

ments indicate that several districts use several different teaching 

methods concurrently in an eclectic approach. One district, for exam

ple, indicated that the method used depended on the grade level with a 

realist approach used in elementary schools and an idealist approach in 

secondary schools. (It might be noted that this was the only comment 

which could possibly indicate that the educational program took into 

consideration the age of the student.) Two respondents also added that 

the student must apply and practice what is taught. 

As for evaluating the educational program, most districts use 

tests and/or control groups for evaluating academic (7S percent) or 

vocational development (SO percent). Other evaluation methods that 

were suggested through written comment include a five year follow-up 

of students after graduation to determine if the students are success

fully employed in the vocational areas for which they were trained. 

One district engages in all of the evaluation methods described on the 



questionnaire, as well as case-studies, adversary-advocacy models and 

goal-free evaluation. One district also stated that it used Ilunobtru-

s i ve measures ll as we 11 but did not elaborate on what these measures 

entai 1. 

In summary, there is a strong agreement among school districts 

concerning their realist philosophy for both academic and vocational 

development. Most districts believe that Ileveryone has the basic re-

sources to discover and learn the proper way to do things on his/her 

own, provided he/she is given a conducive learning environment. In the 

areas of program purpose, teaching method and evaluation techniques, 

however, there are differences between academic and vocational develop-

ment. Academic development tends to follow an idealist approach con-

centrating on teaching students what is permanent and worthwhile through 

teacher lectures and evaluating the results with tests and/or control 

groups. Meanwhile, vocational development generally follows more of a 

realist approach whereby the purpose of the educational program is to 

help the students I~ffect organizational change, social change and 

techno-economic growth by teaching them thinking skills.11 IIStudents 

perceive, describe, discuss and practice through role playing, simula-

tion games, etc. planned by the teacher ll and are then evaluatei primari-

ly with tests and/or control groups. There is less consistency among 

responses for vocational development than for academic development, 

however, indicating that vocational development tends to offer more 

diversity of purpose, teaching methodology and evaluation technique. 
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Implications of the Data 

The model will be reassembled to allow for analysis between 

categories and among variables (Figure 4). The analysis will be di

rected at answering the three specific questions posed in Chapter 1. 

These three questions are not stated as true hypotheses but are signifi

cant concerns of this study. 

Question 1: Can a model be developed to determine if there are 

differences between andragogy and pedagogy? Yes, using a parallel pairs 

model, it was possible to organize feedback from school districts and 

businesses concerning their philosophies, purposes, teaching methods and 

evaluation techniques. Furthermore, the data could be analyzed accord

ing to the student type: professional or skilled worker in business or 

academic or vocational student in public school. The model allowed for 

analysis between horizontal categories as well as between variables 

located on the vertical axis. 

An advantage of using such a comprehensive, logical model is 

that it facilitated the development of the data collection instrument. 

For example, all questionnaire choices lettered "a" were reflective of 

a philosophy of idealism. The "b's" were connected with realism and the 

Ic'S" depicted pragmatism. As idealism, realism and pragmatism comprise 

the basic western philosophies, the questionnaire provided a full range 

of possible choices that were comprehensive yet distinct from each 

other. 

In analyzing the questionnaire results, it was found that none 

of the respondents were consistent in choosing all "als,11 Ib,S" or 
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! I I Categories of 
Compar i son BUSINESS EDUCATION 

(Andragogy) (Pedagogy) 

Professional Ski 11ed Academic Vocational 
Deve1op- Worker Deve1op- Deve1op-

Variables ment Development ment ment 

Ph i losophy 
Ideal ism 25% 75% 25% 16% 
Real ism 66% 25% 66% 75% 
Pragmat i sm 0 0 9% 0 
Other 9% 0 0 9% 

Purpose 
Ideal ism 25% 58% 50% 25% 
Real ism 9% 0 25% 33% 
Pr:agmatism 41% 25% 9% 17% 
Other 25% 17% 16% 25% 

Teaching 
Methodology 

Ideal ism 0 41% 50% 25% 
Rea 1 ism 66% 41% 16% 41% 
Pragmat i sm 9% 0 9% 9% 
Other 25% 18% 25% 25% 

Evaluation 
Ideal ism 0 41% 75% 50% 
Rea 1 ism 50% 33% 9% 25% 
Pragmatism 25% 17% 0 9% ! 

Other 25% 9% 16% 16% 
I 

Figure 4. Model with all cells completed 
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"CIS. 11 Therefore, it may be concluded that neither school districts nor 

businesses are philosophically consistent but rather use an eclectic 

approach in their teaching programs. 

Question 2: Do "training" (business) and "education" (school 

district) programs use different philosophical biases, purposes, teach

ing methodologies and evaluation techniques? It is apparent from the 

data that school districts and businesses use basically the same philos

ophies, purposes, teaching methodologies and evaluation techniques but 

with different levels of emphasis. School districts employ a realist 

philosophy in both academic and vocational development programs, while 

industry uses this same realist philosophy for professional development 

only. Skilled worker development, in contrast, appears to be based more 

on an idealist philosophy. 

When dealing with purpose, the idealist purpose of teaching what 

is worthwhile and of permanent value is adopted by half of the respon

dents in industry when training skilled workers and by half of the 

school district respondents for academic development. Industry, when 

engaged in professional development, leans toward pragmatism by helping 

its workers to cope with change by developing their abilities to handle 

real-life problems. 

There is also some agreement in the teaching method u~ed in in

structing skilled and professional workers in industry and vocational 

students in public schools. Almost half of the respondents in both 

institutions use a real ist approach with the student actively engaged 

in teacher-directed activities. Another 41 percent of the respondents 
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in industry and 50 percent of the respondents in public schools working 

with academic students use an idealist teaching method concentrating on 

teacher lectures and readings. 

The area of evaluation makes the greatest distinction between 

"training ll and Ileducation. 11 Tests and/or control groups are the most 

common evaluation methods used by school districts, especially when 

assessing academic performance. Industry also uses this method 41 per

cent of the time when evaluating skilled workers. In evaluating prvfes

sional training, however, industry tends to rely more on ascertaining 

behavioral changes with no interest at all in paper and pencil tests. 

The data indicate that the answer to question number 2 is'llno.11 

Training and education programs share the same philosophical biases, 

purposes, teaching methods and evaluation techniques. Businesses and 

school districts tend to adopt an eclectic approach, selecting and 

sharing a variety of goals, teaching techniques and evaluation methods 

which are not necessarily consistent with their basic educational 

philosophy. The evidence suggests that businesses and school districts 

have adopted purposes, teaching methods, and evaluation techniques 

based on the wants and needs of the institution, not the age or desires 

of the individual student. 

Question 3: What are the implications of the findings on teach

er training and education program development? The data indicate that 

there are differences concerning philosophy, purpose, teaching method

ology and evaluation techniques based somewhat on the type of student 

development being sought--whether it be academic or professional 



development or skilled worker or vocational development. These dis

tinctions tend to impact the training program as well as the student. 
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If it is assumed that academically educated students would later become 

professionals while vocational students in school would take positions 

in industry as skilled workers, it is likely that the students will en

counter many changes in program purpose, teaching methods, and evalua

tion techniques when they make the transition. For example, whereas 

the basic realist philosophy remains the same in academic and profes

sional development programs, the purpose of the program changes radi

cally. In school, half of the academic students are taught to adjust 

to their environment by learning what is permanent and worthwhile. 

Almost half of the industrial respondents for professional development, 

however, state that the employee is taught to cope with crisis and 

change by "developing in them the intellectual and emotional disposition 

to handle real-life problems. 11 The stability that was nurtured in the 

student throughout high school is suddenly replaced with crisis and 

change. The student will also find a change in the way educational 

material is presented. In the school districtls academic environment, 

half of the respondents stated that the teacher is basically responsible 

for lecturing, demonstrating, etc., while the student listens. In the 

industrial setting, professionals are expected to become actively in

volved in the learning process through the use of a variety of games, 

role plays, exercises, etc. Whereas the academic student in school is 

accustomed to paper and pencil quizzes to test his learning, in business 

the student will be asked to engage in self-evaluation or be judged by 

peers, subordinates, etc. for changes in behavior. 
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The same type of change takes place as a student graduates from 

a vocational program in public school to skilled work in industry. When 

enrolled in the school's vocational program, the student is believed to 

"have the basic resources to discover and learn the proper way to do 

things" on his/her own; in industry, the employee is formally taught 

that there is a proper or right way to do things with little latitude 

left for individual creativity. The student continues to engage in ex

ercises in which he/she can perceive, describe, discuss and practice, 

but in industry, an equal emphasis is placed on teacher-directed learn

ing through lectures and readings. 

Only when his learning is evaluated will the skilled worker feel 

a sense of familiarity with the paper and pencil tests which are used in 

both industry and public schools. In business, however, the skilled 

worker will also be evaluated for behavioral changes far more often than 

he was in school. It may well be that students moving from public 

schools into industry may need retraining concerning their role as stu

dents. 

Whereas students may find the transition from public school 

education to business training burdensome, teachers may not find the 

change so difficult. This is because public school teachers gain 

familiarity with a variety of philosophies, purposes, teaching methods 

and evaluation techniques as part of their teacher training curriculum. 

Students are exposed only to those philosophies, purposes, methods and 

techniques favored and used by the local school district which the 

student attends. In addition, public school teachers are trained not 
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only in the fundamentals of the educational process, but also in the 

social, physical and psychological development of children. This funda

mental knowledge that people learn differently, have different experi

ence levels and possess varying degrees of readiness for learning, would 

be as applicable in teaching adults as well as children. While fac(ors 

such as discipline problems, the age of the students, the teaching en

vironment, etc. may affect the teaching process, these are basically 

conditions. These conditions are not as fundamental to teaching as are 

the teacher's personal values and an understanding of educational phi

losophy, purpose, teaching methodology and evaluation techniques. 

Therefore, if public school teachers are academically prepared 

to make the transition to industrial training, it might be useful if 

aspiring teachers could be exposed to the industrial setting as well as 

the public school environment. In this way, potential teachers could 

better understand the differences and similarities associated with 

teaching for different institutions in which the purpose is more criti

cal than the age of the student. This would not only broaden the 

teacher's personal perspective but would perhaps also make businesses 

more receptive to hiring education majors for industrial training 

purposes. 

Summary 

The sample data were analyzed for companies and then for school 

districts using a parallel pairs matrix model. Comparisons were made 

between the two sample groups in order to answer the three research 

questions originally posed in Chapter 1. The results indicate that 
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businesses and school districts share the same philosophical biases, 

goals, teaching methods and evaluation techniques but not at the same 

level of consistency. The type of philosophy, purpose, teaching method 

or evaluation technique selected appears to depend somewhat on the type 

of educational program in which the student is engaged--whether it be 

academic, professional, vocational or skilled worker development. 

As a result of this analysis, it appears that teachers could 

possibly make the transition from training children in public schools 

to training adults in industry as the same foundations of educaticn con

cerning philosophy, purpose, teaching method and evaluation techniques 

are shared .by both institutions. The obvious differences of age, atten

tion span, etc. between children and adults are conditions that do not 

seem to affect the basic foundations of the teaching process. 

In the next chapter, conclusions resulting from the data analy

sis are presented. Recommendations for further research, as well as 

additional concerns of the research, are included. 



CHAPTER 5 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This chapter is divided into three subsections consisting of a 

Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations for Further Research. It is 

in this chapter that conclusions about the data are discussed and 

recommendations for additional research are presented. 

Summary 

The purpose of the research was to develop a model that could be 

used to determine if philosophical, purposive, methodological and evalu

ative differences exist between adult education (andragogy) and child 

education (pedagogy). The research focused on studying these four cate

gories as they function in educational programs conducted by school 

districts an1 in training programs practic~d by businesses. Distinc

tions and parallels were drawn between academic and vocational teaching 

in schools and between professional and skilled worker training in the 

industrial environment. 

To gather the data, 25 of.the largest school districts through

out the United States and 25 of the largest Fortune 500 companies were 

sent forced choice questionnaires with an open-ended option in the fall 

of 1980. A 48 percent response rate was obtained which was considered 

adequate for research purposes. The data were organized in a parallel 

pairs model for analysis. 
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Conclusions 

The results indicate that school districts generally follow a 

realist philosophy in both their academic and vocational programs. 

Academic students are taught primarily through teacher lectures and 

readings, while 41 percent of the vocational students engaged in hands

on experience. In evaluating both vocational and academic students, an 

apparent idealist evaluation approach, based on teacher-prepared exami

nations, was used. 

In contrast, companies follow an idealist approach for skilled 

workers and a realist approach with professionals. Skilled workers are 

taught what is the "right way" to do things primarily through teacher 

lectures, coupled occasionally with hands-on experience. Evaluation is 

accomplished with paper and pencil tests. Professionals are given more 

opportunity for self-expression with the students engaging in a variety 

of learning exercises prepared by the teacher for the purpose of helping 

students cope with crisis and change. Behavioral changes in students 

are sought as evidence of teacher effectiveness. 

It appears from that data that there is no one philosophy, pur

pose, teaching methodology or evaluation technique used by school dis

tricts and not industry, or vice versa. The differences seem not to be 

so much between andragogy, as practiced by industry, and pedagogy, as 

practiced by school districts, but rather between academic and profes

sional development and vocational and skilled worker training. There 

is some similarity between the structured academic environment in the 

school and formal skilled worker training in industry. Additionally, 
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there is a commonality between hands-on vocational development in school 

and professional problem-solving development in industry. 

This may indicate that students making the transition from high 

school to business may encounter some difficulties. Vocational stu

dents, accustomed to a participatory learning experience in school, will 

be faced with a structured classroom environment as skilled workers. 

Furthermore, academic students, accustomed to a rigid classroom environ

ment in high school, will find opportunity for creative freedom in 

industry and will be evaluated, not by formal paper and pencil tests, 

but by changes in productivity and changes in their behavior. 

Recommendations for Further Research 

Further research could substantiate the results of this study 

and answer additional questions that were raised by this initial re

search project. 

1. Conducting a replica of this study using small school districts 

and industries. The schools and industries selected for this 

study were among the largest in the country. It is possible 

that the results may not hold true for smaller organizations. 

It might also be worthwhile to ascertain if the type of industry 

or the economic level of the school district that comprises the 

sample is associated with the philosophy, purpose, teaching 

methodology and evaluation techniques used. 

2. Using a larger sample and a longitudinal study may refute or 

validate the results of this research. As in any study, cur

rent economic, political, and/or social factors could have a 



significant impact on the findings. The conclusions of the 

study are based on the current situation with only tentative 

projection into the future. 
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3. Studying the possibility of student stress and tension. The 

transition from public school to business could result in a 

great deal of stress for people who must suddenly cope with an 

entirely new instructional system. Could this stress, if it 

does exist, be alleviated by more sharing between public schools 

and industry? 

It is clear that schools and industries use the same basic phi

losophies, purposes, teaching methodologies and evaluation techniques. 

Andragogy and pedagogy do not differ as significantly as many modern 

authors contend. Of course, the "what is" may not indicate "what should 

be." It is possible that there are both strengths and weaknesses in the 

educational and developmental programs as they now function. Many 

schools and industries may be operating out of tradition or expediency 

rather than effectiveness. Thus, the goal is for both public educa

tional institutions and businesses to learn from each other, recognizing 

that cooperation and sharing rather than competition for students is in 

the best interest of the people, the community and the country they 

serve. 
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Business Questionnaire 

Name of Business Date ---------------------------------- -----------------
Position of Respondent Name (opt.) ---------------------------- ----------

Directions: For each section, please check the one statement that best 
descr i bes your company IS ef'forts in profess i ona ldeve 1 opment and the one 
statement that best describes your efforts in skilled worker development. 
(May be the same.) 

Professionc:l 
Development 

Skilled Worker 
Development 

Our basic philosophy is that: 

a. There is a correct or "right" way to do 
things and people must be formally 
taught the proper rules and procedures. 

o. Everyone has the basic resources to 
discover and learn the proper way to do 
things on his/her own, provided he/she 
is given a conducive learning environ
ment. 

c. Everyone is an individual and will 
learn to adapt and do things the best 
way he/she can based on his/her own 
needs. 

d. Other (explain) -----------------------

The purpose of our program is to: 

a. Help students adjust to their present 
environment by teaching them what is of 
permanent value and worthwhile. 

b. Help students affect organizational 
change, social change and techno
economic growth by teaching rational, 
thinking skills. 

c. Help students cope with crisis and 
change when it occurs by developing in 
them the intellectual and emotional 
disposition to handle real-life prob
lems. 

d. Other (explain) ________________ _ 



Professional Skilled Worker 
Development De~~lopment 

The most common teaching method that we 
use is: 

a. The students listen as the teacher 
lectures, demonstrates, etc. 
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b. The students perceive, describe, dis
cuss and practice through role play
ing, simulation games, etc. planned 
by the teacher. 

c. The students select pertinent problems 
and search for solutions under the 
guidance of the teacher. 

d. Other (explain) 

The method by which we evaluate most of our 
programs is to: 

a. Determine how well the students learned 
the material. This usually involves 
tests and/or control groups. 

b. Determine if there has been a visible 
behavioral change as judged by the in
dividual, his/her peers and/or teacher. 

c. Ask students for their reaction; how 
well did they like the program. 

d. Other (explain) -------------------------
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School Questionnaire 

Name of Institution Date -------------------------------- -----------------
Position of Respondent Name (opt.) ----------------------------- ----------

Diiections: In each section, please check the one statement that best 
describes your school IS efforts in academic development and the one 
statement that best describes your efforts in vocational development. 
(May be the same.) 

Academic 
Development 

Vocational 
Development 

Our basic philosophy is that: 

a. There is a correct or Ilrightll way to do 
things and people must be formally taught 
the proper rules and procedures. 

b. Everyone has the basic resources to discover 
and learn the proper way to do things on 
his/her own, provided he/she is given a 
cond~cive learning environment. 

c. Everyone is an individual and will learn to 
adapt and do things the best way he/she can 
based on his/her own needs. 

d. Other (explain) ----------------------------

The purpose of our program is to: 

a. Help students adjust to their present 
environment by teaching what is of permanent 
value and worthwhile. 

b. Help students affect organizational change, 
social change and techno-economic growth by 
teaching them thinking skills. 

c. Help students cope with crisis and change 
when it occurs by developing in them the 
intellectual and emotional disposition to 
handle real-life problems. 

d. Other (explain) ----------------------------



Academic 
Development 

Vocational 
Development 

The most common teaching method we use is: 

a. The students listen as the teacher lec
tures, demonstrates, etc. 
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b. The students perceive, describe, discuss 
and practice through role playing, simula
tion games, etc. planned by the teacher. 

c. The students select pertinent problems and 
search for solutions under the guidance of 
the teacher. 

d. Other (explain) ----------------------------

The methods by which we evaluate most of our 
programs is to: 

a. Determine how well the students learned 
the material. This usually involves tests 
and/or control groups. 

b. Determine if there has been a visible 
behavioral change as judged by the individ
ual, his/her peers and/or teacher. 

c. Ask students for their reaction; how well 
did they like the program. 

d. Other (explain) ----------------------------
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